
Library OneSearch
What is Library OneSearch?
Library OneSearch allows users to search across several databases in one place and one search. These 
databases include EBSCOhost, JSTOR, Ebook Central, SAGE, Credo, Films on Demand, Business Insights Global, 
Project MUSE, ProQuest, and more. 

How to Search Library OneSearch

1. To get the most out of your search, 
you’ll want to use the Advanced 
Search feature, available by clicking 
just below the basic search box on the 
library homepage.

2. Enter the concepts or keywords you want to search for into the advanced search boxes, using one 
concept per box. For example, if your research is about the impact of global warming on rising sea levels, 
you might try keywords such as global warming, impact or effect, and "rising sea levels“.

The impact of global warming on 
rising sea levels.

If you need assistance generating keywords, watch the Keywords are Critical tutorial.    

3. You can then select the "Limit to Scholarly / Peer 
Reviewed" limiter on the left side of the page to only 
display scholarly peer-reviewed sources. You can use the 
other limiters, like Publication Date, to further limit your 
results to be more current and relevant to your needs.

4. The subject limiters box on the left side of the page can 
be another great place to narrow your results or find 
additional ideas for keywords for which you may want to 
search. Click the Show More button to see more subject 
keywords in your results and select a few if you'd like to 
narrow your results.

Helpful Tips

• You should use quotations when searching for multiple words in one phrase, like “rising sea levels" This tells the 
database you want only results with those words appearing next to each other in that specific order.

• You can search for different words that refer to similar things by using OR, and this will give you more results. For 
example, you could search for impact or effect in one search box, and the database will find any articles with 
either of those phrases.

• Another time-saving tip is to click your mouse on the piece of paper with the magnifying glass      on it (to the 
right of the article titles). That will bring up the abstract, which is a summary of the article. Reading this will help 
you decide if the article is relevant to your topic and worthwhile to click on and read in its entirety.

https://ashford.mediaspace.kaltura.com/media/Keywords+are+Critical/0_3k56bs35
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